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                            Defense Technology Pepper Spray
First Defense pepper spray is a trusted leader in the less than lethal industry. Known for research and development, Defense Technology, also referred to as Def-Tec, defines premium pepper spray with the First Defense brand. Trusted by law enforcement nationwide this premium-grade Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) pepper spray is second to none. Known worldwide for providing superior self-defense pepper spray. Hundreds of professional agencies trust Defense Technology because of their commitment to product integrity. As a result, their pepper spray products are always on the cutting edge.
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            Def-Tec MK-3 OC Aerosol - 1.47 oz

      
        
      

      
                    
The world's most widely used pepper spray in law enforcement and corrections, First Defense is trusted by law enforcement professionals. This classic Def-Tec formula has Major Capsaicinoids concentration which is their most intense potent formula. All Def-Tec sprays undergo extensive independent laboratory testing to...
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The world’s most widely used pepper spray in law enforcement and corrections, First Defense is trusted by law enforcement professionals. This classic Def-Tec formula ranges from .2% MC to 1.3% Major Capsaicinoids concentration which is their most intense potent formula. All Def-Tec sprays undergo...
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This new and improved First Defense formula replaces the BodyGuard LE-10. Def-Tec is the world’s most widely used pepper spray in law enforcement and corrections, First Defense is trusted by law enforcement professionals. This classic Def-Tec formula is a  Major Capsaicinoid concentration which is their...
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            Def-Tec MK-3 OC Aerosol - Inert Practice 1.47 oz

      
        
      

      
                    
The green canister represents the inert training units which duplicate the delivery system for live products. The MK-3 is an ideal size for patrol officers to wear on a duty belt and will deliver 10-12 short bursts of OC at an effective range of 10-12...
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    Let customers speak for us
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 (113)
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 (1)
 
  
 
   
 
      N 
           Streetwise Expandable Steel Baton    
       Nicolas L.S.     
    
 Gave me the wrong baton I did not receive the streetwise baton, but their 21” economy baton instead. While that baton gets the job done, and is indeed tough as nails, I would’ve still preferred at least a credit back

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    B 
           Streetwise SMACK 16 Million Volt Stun Gun    
       Betty W.     
    
 Taser I love my taser that’s extremely powerful yet compact and fits in my purse.  Easy to carry on my runs.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    D 
           Mace® Pepper Spray Hard Case    
       Debra R.     
    
  Mace® Pepper Spray Hard Case

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    d 
           Wildfire Sticky Pepper Gel (1.4% MC)    
       dave     
    
 haven't used but looks good Bought both sizes. The small is still on the larger size. Has cover to "trigger" but not sure I'd put in my jacket pocket with anything else like keys. Went with gel to get between spray and foam. going to carry it with a good flashlight for a non-lethal option

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    J 
           Stun Master 110,000,000 Volt Bad Ass Metal Stun Baton And Flashlight    
       John D.     
    
 Stun baton Seems like a good quality  product and operation is pretty straight forward.  The instructions are not the greatest in my opinion,  very minimal.  The flashlight isn't as bright as I thought it would be but all in all for the price it's a good buy.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    w 
           Sabre Red Crossfire Pepper Spray    
       william d.     
    
 sabre red crossfire pepper spray Have not had an opportunity to actually use this item yet but it seems very sturdy and well made.Hope it does'nt let me down if or when I have to put it to the test.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    J 
           Streetwise Barbarian 9,000,000* Stun Baton Flashlight    
       James A.     
    
 Great buy Loving my purchase works great looks as advertised

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    P 
           Jolt Tactical Stun Gun Flashlight    
       Patricia S.     
    
 Awesome I Love this flashlight it light weight and fits perfect on my hip...

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    g 
           26" Expandable Steel Baton - Economy    
       gary a.     
    
 Not stealth Nice quality sturdy

but rattles when walking with it closed.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    D 
           Stun Master 110,000,000 Volt Bad Ass Metal Stun Baton And Flashlight    
       Dosson M.     
    
 It Arrived My stun baton finally arrived... there must have been an address mix up. Its pretty awesome. the flashlight is really bright, and the taser sounds pretty intimidating. I love it!
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